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Background: In the MCF7 human breast cancer cell line,
several patterns of cytokeratin networks are observed,
depending on the intracellular localization. Our hypoth-
esis is that architectural variations of cytokeratin networks
depend on local tensions or forces appearing spontane-
ously in the cytoplasm. The aim of this work was to
discriminate between the different patterns and to quanti-
tate these variations.
Materials and Methods: Image analysis procedures were
developed to extract cytokeratin filament networks visual-
ized by immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy.
Two methods were used to segment sets of curvilinear
objects. The first, the ‘‘mesh-approach,’’ based on classical
methods of mathematical morphology, takes into account
global network topology. The second, the ‘‘filament-
approach’’ (novel), is meant to account for individual
element morphology. These methods and their combina-
tion allow the computation of several features at two levels
of geometry: global (network topology) and local (filament
morphology).

Results: Variations in cytokeratin networks are character-
ized by their connectivity, density, mesh structure, and
filament shape. The connectivity and the density of a
network describe its location in a local ‘‘stress-force’’ zone
or in a ‘‘relaxed’’ zone. The mesh structure characterizes
the intracellular localization of the network. Moreover, the
filament shape reflects the intracellular localization and
the occurrence of a ‘‘stress-force’’ zone.
Conclusions: These features permitted the quantitation
of differences within the network patterns and within the
specific filament shapes according to the intracellular localiza-
tion. Further experiments on cells submitted to external
forces will test the hypothesis that the architectural
variations of intermediate filaments reflect intracytoplasmic
tensions. Cytometry 35:203–213, 1999. r 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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cal microscopy; image analysis; curvilinear structures;
network topology; filament morphology

Recent reports assume that not only chemical but also
mechanical influences from the cellular environment could
have profound effects on gene activity and act on cell
differentiation and proliferation (1–4). Both physical and
biochemical signal transductions have been used to ex-
plain the mechanical influences of the extracellular matrix
(5). Structural transductions involve an ‘‘extended tissue
matrix’’ which includes extracellular matrix, nuclear ma-
trix, and cytoskeleton (6–9). Cytoplasmic cytoskeleton
would be an intermediate between extracellular and
nuclear matrix, and alterations of the nuclear matrix
influence finally the transcriptional activity of specific
genes (10,11). Physicochemical properties, coiled-coil
structure (reviewed by Stewart (12)), and viscoelastic
properties (13) of intermediate filaments suggest that they
may play a role in determining the stiffness of epithelial
cells (14,15). They may therefore be the best candidates,
among other components of the cytoskeleton, for a
possible structural and mechanical transduction of signals

from the environment (16). Assuming that mechanotrans-
duction is mediated by the cytoskeleton, physical changes
in the cellular environment would be reflected by struc-
tural variations of cytoskeleton architecture and, more
specifically, of intermediate filaments.

The MCF7 human breast cancer cell line was widely
investigated, especially for studying growth regulation.
These cells maintained estrogen receptors and expressed
cytokeratin but not vimentin as intermediate filaments
(17,18). In MCF7, local intracytoplasmic variations in
cytokeratin networks are observed (19), and different
network patterns appear in specific intracytoplasmic loca-
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tions. Our hypothesis is that these architectural changes
(network connectivity, density and mesh structure, and
filament shape) probably depend on local cytoplasmic
tensions or forces. In a further step, we will investigate
variations induced experimentally by physical changes of
the cellular environment (work in progress).

In previous work (20–22), image analysis procedures
were defined in order to describe variations of cytokeratin
networks in rat hepatocytes during fetal development.
These approaches were not designed to discriminate
between different patterns inside individual cells. In the
present work, we developed image analysis procedures
allowing the detection of subtle local variations in cytokera-
tin networks of MCF7, depending on the intracellular
localization. High-resolution confocal microscopy of immu-
nofluorescent visualization of cytokeratins and computer-
ized image analysis offer the opportunity of such a study.

The cytokeratin network can be regarded at two levels,
global (network topology: properties of the set of ele-
ments) and local (filament morphology: properties of the
elements). We developed two methods of segmentation
taking into account these two levels, respectively: 1) the
‘‘mesh-approach,’’ based on mathematical morphology,
relying on the cytoskeletal network viewed as a connected
graph; and 2) the novel ‘‘filament approach,’’ relying on
the individual elements of the network. A combination of
the two methods provides a powerful tool for analyzing
cytokeratin networks. Variations in cytokeratin networks
can be characterized by 1) the degree of connectivity, 2)
the density of the network, 3) the mesh structure, and 4)
the filament shape. The aim of the present work was to
quantitate the local variations of cytokeratin architectures
and to discriminate between the different patterns ob-
served: three patterns, corresponding to three specific
intracytoplasmic localizations, were selected and com-
pared by means of a nonparametric Mann-Whitney test
with respect to topological and morphological features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Cultures

The MCF7 cell line, derived from a human breast
carcinoma (23), was grown for 24 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2

atmosphere, in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM, Gibco), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
(Boeringer, Mannheim, Germany), containing 2 mM gluta-
mine (Gibco), 50 U/ml penicillin, and 50 µg/ml streptomy-
cin (Gibco).

Immunofluorescence Staining

Cell cultures were fixed for 10 min at 20°C in 4%
paraformaldehyde diluted in 0.1 M phosphate buffer.

The indirect immunolocalization procedure was used.
After 15 min washing in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), a
30-min preincubation was carried out with 60 mg/ml
bovine serum albumin (Sigma, France) and 0.1% saponin
(Sigma) to avoid nonspecific labeling. Cells were incu-
bated overnight at 4°C in a mouse monoclonal antibody

anti-C8 (C-5301, Sigma) diluted at 1/50 in PBS containing
0.1% saponin. After washing for 3 3 10 min in PBS, mouse
IgG were visualized by a 2-h incubation at 20°C in 1/50
lissamine rhodamine (LRSC) and conjugated donkey anti-
mouse IgG (715–085150, Jackson Laboratories).

After washing, cell cultures were mounted in Mowiol
(Calbiochem, France).

Confocal Microscopy and Image Acquisition

Fluorescent cytokeratin filaments were visualized by an
MRC-600 (BioRad, UK) confocal scanning laser system,
mounted on a Nikon microscope equipped with a Plan
Apochromat immersion objective (360) with a high numeri-
cal aperture (1.4).

The 514-nm wavelength of the multiple-line argon ion
laser beam (25 mW) was used for LRSC excitation. Red
fluorescence was detected using a long-pass filter (OG 550).

Image acquisitions were carried out using discrete
photon counting (24) by the Comos software package
(BioRad), with a scan speed of 1 frame/s (768 3 512
pixels). Fast photon counting allows a sharp visualization
of weak labels even with the highest (x , y) sampling
density (11 pixels/µm). Each confocal image of 768 3 512
pixels and 256 gray levels was obtained by averaging 20
frames.

Fifty images (768 3 512 pixels) were collected where
several architectural patterns of cytokeratin network ap-
peared (Fig. 1b). From these, smaller images (100 3 100
pixels) were selected according to intracytoplasmic local-
ization: 1) in hemidesmosome (extracellular matrix-cell
contact) or desmosome (cell-cell contact) zones (Fig.
1b,c), 2) in leading margin zones of spreading cell, without
intercellular contact (Fig. 1a,d), and 3) in zones around the
nucleus (Fig. 1b, e).

Twenty images (100 3 100 pixels, 83 µm2), for each
location observed, were studied (Fig. 1c–e).

Image Analysis

In this preliminary work, with culture cells flattened and
the zones under investigation located in a specific plane
(near the nuclear envelope or areas of substratum-cell
contacts, Fig. 1a), image analysis procedures were carried
out on two-dimensional (2D) images. A new method for
extracting filament structures was developed. This method
is based on two geometry levels, the mesh level (network
topology: properties of the set of elements) and the
filament level (filament morphology: properties of the
elements). The mesh level represents a global approach
(‘‘mesh-approach’’), while the filament level deals with
features of mesh elements (‘‘filament-approach’’).

All programs were developed using the software pack-
age AMBA (IBSB, Berlin, Germany), running on a 300-Mhz
Pentium II.

The ‘‘Mesh-Approach’’

The gray scale image I is considered as a topographic
surface, where the altitude of a pixel is given by its gray
value (25). The filament network is represented as the
network of crest lines. Supposing that the network is a
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connected graph, the aim of this approach is to extract its
topological features. The watershed method seems to be
appropriate, because it results in a pixel-width line preserv-
ing the summits of images (26). The watershed segmenta-
tion is prone to oversegmentation due to noise effects.
Thus, we performed a preprocessing step. It consists of a
closing (27,28) with a structuring element whose size
depends on the object width (Fig. 2a–c).

Following preprocessing, the watershed method for
gray scale images is applied, using an iterative homotopic
thinning operation until idempotence (29). This thinning
lowers the gray scale of pixels belonging to the side of
crests, but does not affect gray values of summits and
valleys. Finally, a gray scale image with the crest lines
(water partings) surrounding homogeneous regions (water-
sheds) is obtained (Fig. 2d–f).

Despite the preprocessing, the result is still overseg-
mented. Therefore, a region-merging algorithm has been
developed and applied in addition (see Appendix 1).

The result of the ‘‘mesh-approach’’ is a unit-width
mainly connected line (Fig. 2g–i).

Region-merging algorithm. The region-merging algo-
rithm compares two neighboring regions and unifies them
by erasing water partings. The gray scale altitudes of two
adjacent regions A1 and A2 are compared. If the altitude
difference A1–A2 is lower than a threshold R, A1 and A2
are compared with the mean altitude AL along the crest
line separating them. If min( AL–A1 , AL–A2 ) is lower
than a threshold M, the crest line section is erased. The
sensitivity of the algorithm depends on the parameters R
and M defined by the user (see Appendix 1).

The ‘‘Filament-Approach’’

In order to preserve the morphology of filaments, we
designed a novel two-step method, the ‘‘filament-ap-
proach.’’ The gray scale image is first filtered using a
nonlinear filter C (see Appendix 2), which was designed

FIG. 1. a: The cytokeratin (C8) network in MCF7 is formed by cross-linked filaments.smarks the leading margin zones of spreading cell, without contact.
j labels the zones around the nucleus. * spots the hemidesmosome (extracellular matrix-cell contact) or desmosome (cell-cell contact) zones. Low
magnification (4 pixels/µm), scale bar is 10 µm. b: Two cells connect to each other in desmosome zones (inside the ellipse). The confocal section is achieved
in a plane located under the nucleus (inside the circle) and, therefore, the C8 network is observed. Arrows indicate the direction of the supposed local
intracytoplasmic stress-forces in a selected area. High magnification (11 pixels/µm), scale bar is 10 µm. c–e: Focusing on the three patterns of cytokeratin
observed in MCF7. c: Cytokeratin filaments in desmosome zone: ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern. d: Cytokeratin filaments in a spreading zone of cytoplasm:
‘‘wave-like’’ pattern. e: Cytokeratin filaments around the nucleus: ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern. Resolution is 11 pixels/µm; each image represents an area of 83µm2.
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to detect local maxima thicker than one pixel. In the
second step, the line elements (curvilinear elements) are
reconstructed in a dynamic thresholding procedure com-
bined with mathematical morphology operations (see
Appendix 3). The results of the ‘‘filament-approach’’ are
represented in Figure 3d–f.

Nonlinear filter of the ‘‘filament-approach.’’ A
simple thresholding is first used to suppress background
noise. The filter C is composed of two steps, a selection
step and a decision step (see Appendix 2). The selection
step processes the gray values to characterize the topology
within a neighborhood. The pixels are assigned to either
line pixels or background pixels in the decision step. The
final image, obtained by application of C, is a gray scale
image of the crest lines neighborhood (Fig. 3a–c).

Reconstruction of the curvilinear elements
(filaments). The last step of the ‘‘filament-approach’’
consists of a dynamic thresholding combined with

mathematical morphology transformations. This proce-
dure contains a variable decision domain, i.e., the decision
rules depend on the gray values. With this method, the
lower the threshold value, the smaller the decision
domain, i.e.. the darkest pixels are unfavored. The pixels
selected according to the criterion f are marked for
further processing (see Appendix 3). A circular dilation
step allows the restoration of connectivity without
favoring a specific direction (30). To obtain a network
of digital lines, the last step is an anchored skeleton-
ization (20).

Combination of Methods

Since both methods preserve complementary network
properties (topology of network for the ‘‘mesh-approach’’
and morphology of individual element for the ‘‘filament-

FIG. 2. Steps of the ‘‘mesh-approach’’ for the three patterns. a,d,g: ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern. b,e,h: ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern. c,f,i: ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern. a–c: Gray
level morphological closing with a structuring element of size 5 3 5, since the filaments within the gray scale images have a mean width of 7 pixels (Fig.
1c–e). d–f: Results of watershed method for gray scale images: gray scale images with the crest lines (water parting) surrounding homogeneous regions
(watersheds). g–i: Results of ‘‘mesh-approach’’ after the region-merging algorithm step.
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approach’’), the two methods were combined in order to
take advantage of the two properties.

Due to the difference in the segmentation process, a
simple union of the two images does not provide unit-
width lines. Therefore, the image resulting from an overlay
has to be further processed to obtain digital lines. This is
performed by a dilation followed by a binary skeletoniza-
tion (28):

Sc 5 (((Sm < Sf ) % B)OL),

where Sm is a ‘‘mesh-approach’’ segmented image, Sf is a
‘‘filament-approach’’ segmented image, B is a structuring
element, and L is a Golay alphabet structuring element

(30). The result Sc of the combination is shown in Figure
4a–c.

Feature Extraction

The following features are defined to describe the
topology and morphology of the network:

number of connection points Ncp

total length of detected filaments Lf

number of regions surrounded by detected filaments Nr

areas of regions surrounded by detected filaments Ar

curvature C

FIG. 3. Steps of ‘‘filament-approach’’ for the three patterns. a, d: ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern. b, e: ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern. c, f: ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern. a–c: Results of the
nonlinear filter of the ‘‘filament-approach.’’ d–f: Results of ‘‘filament-approach’’ after the reconstruction of the curvilinear elements.

FIG. 4. Results of the combination of methods for the three patterns. a: ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern. b: ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern. c: ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern. The
combination of methods preserves both network topology and individual filament morphology.
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In order to obtain standard values for the feature
curvature (C), we interactively selected filaments which
were characteristic for the various patterns. From each
‘‘filament-approach’’ segmented image, we extracted a
filament of characteristic shape. The extraction was ob-
tained by an interactive program. First, the starting point
of the filament was chosen. The program carried out the
tracking of the filament from the starting point to the first
branching point. From each branching point met, the user
must decide which branch to follow.

From these extracted filaments, the curvature distribu-
tions for the three specific shapes were obtained. The
computation of the curvature was achieved with the
classical geometrical method of construction of the osculat-
ing circle (31). The curvature sign depends on the location
of the osculating circle relative to the curve.

In addition to the primary features, we computed the
following features: connecting index (Ic), mean length of
filaments enclosing a region (Lr), and mean elongation
factor (Ef) (30).

Ic 5
Lf

Ncp

,

Lr 5 2 3
Lf

Nr

,

Ef 5
d max

d min
,

d max and d min are the Feret diameters in two directions
(30).

The seven features (Ncp, Ic, Lf, Nr, Ar, Lr, and Ef) were
determined from the combination of methods. On the
other hand, the computation of the curvature (C) was
determined from the ‘‘filament-approach’’ results.

Statistical Analysis

With the aim of discriminating between two patterns
depending on the topological and morphological features,
we chose to use the Mann-Whitney test because this test
allows the test of equality of location of two feature
samples (32). The test of equality of location of two feature
samples is obtained by showing that one of two random
variables, representing the feature of a given pattern, is
stochastically larger than the other, representing the
feature of another pattern (33): a random variable A is said
to be stochastically larger than a random variable B if ;z
P(B # z) # P(A # z). In others words, the realizations of
the random variable are larger than the realizations of the
random variable B in probability.

The level of significance for each comparison was 0.05.
The statistical analysis was performed using the Stat2005

software package (Unilog, Grenoble, France).

RESULTS
Architectural Changes of Cytokeratin Networks

Figure 1a represents a global view of the cytokeratin
(C8) network in MCF7 cells: * spots the hemidesmosome

(extracellular matrix-cell contact) or desmosome (cell-cell
contact) zones, j labels the zones around the nucleus, and
s marks the leading margin zones of spreading cell,
without contact. In Figure 1b, two cells connect to each
other in desmosome zones (inside the ellipse). At a higher
magnification (Fig. 1c–e), local architectural changes corre-
spond to at least three patterns of networks: ‘‘rectilinear,’’
‘‘wave-like,’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ patterns. The ‘‘rectilinear’’
pattern appears in desmosome zones and is composed of
unidirectionally-oriented objects, like straight lines (aniso-
tropic pattern) (Fig. 1c). It could be related to tension
created when adjacent cells connect to each other (Fig.
1a*, Fig. 1b inside the ellipse: arrows indicate the direction
of supposed forces). A ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern appears in
isolated cells and is formed by cross-linked objects compa-
rable to curvilinear structures (Fig. 1d). It seems to be
present in ‘‘relaxed’’ zones of cytoplasm, when cells are
isolated and hemidesmosomes are probably not yet estab-
lished (Fig. 1a s). The ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern forms a basket-
like network around the nucleus and is composed of
adjacent-linked closed curves (isotropic pattern) (Fig. 1e).
The ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern seems to maintain nucleus position
and probably to protect it from compression (Fig. 1a j,
Fig. 1b inside the circle).

Network Extraction

The segmented images of cytokeratin represent net-
works of interconnected curvilinear or linear structures.
The three segmentation methods provide a skeleton, i.e., a
pixel-width line representing the network (Figs. 2g–i,
3d–f, 4a–c).

The cytokeratin networks have two levels of organiza-
tion: 1) the higher level, corresponding to the network
topology (the ‘‘mesh-approach’’ correctly models the
topology); and 2) the lower level, corresponding to the
morphology of the individual filaments. The ‘‘filament-
approach’’ allows an efficient modeling of the individual
filaments. A characteristic shape filament can be extracted
from each pattern. It resembles a straight line in the
‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern (Fig. 1c), a curve in the ‘‘wave-like’’
pattern (Fig. 1d), and a circle in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern
(Fig. 1e).

Feature Analysis

The results of statistical analysis are summarized in
Table 1.

Topological Features

Both the number of connection points (Ncp) and the
connecting index (Ic) characterize the connectivity of a
network. The total length of detected filaments (Lf) and
the number of regions surrounded by detected filaments
(Nr) describe the network density. The mesh structure is
represented by three features: areas of regions surrounded
by detected filaments (Ar), mean length of filaments
enclosing a region (Lr), and mean elongation factor (Ef).
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Network Connectivity

Number of connection points (Ncp). When combin-
ing the two methods, the Mann-Whitney test showed that
both ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern distributions
were stochastically larger (see Statistical Analysis) than the
‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distribution (Table 1). On the other
hand, no significant difference was found between ‘‘alveo-
lar’’ and ‘‘rectilinear’’ patterns.

The ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern seems to be less connected
than the other patterns. The connectivity of the ‘‘alveolar’’
pattern is not unlike that of the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern.

Connecting index (Ic). The connecting index is
computed by using the combination of the two methods.
The larger the connecting index, the looser the connec-
tions of the network (Table 1). The ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern
distribution is stochastically larger than both the ‘‘rectilin-
ear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern distributions: in the ‘‘wave-
like’’ pattern, the network is less connected. The connect-
ing index behaves in the same way in the ‘‘alveolar’’ and
‘‘rectilinear’’ patterns.

The two features of the network connectivity behave in
the same way. Both patterns (‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’)
apparently display the same behavior. ‘‘Wave-like’’ pat-
terns are less connected than the two others.

Network Density

Total length of detected filaments (Lf). The total
length of detected filaments (Table 1) shows significant

differences between the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and the ‘‘wave-like’’
patterns, and between the ‘‘alveolar’’ and the ‘‘wave-like’’
patterns. The ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern distribu-
tions are stochastically larger than the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern
distribution. The network configuration of the ‘‘wave-
like’’ pattern seems less dense than the ‘‘rectilinear’’ or
‘‘alveolar’’ patterns.

On the other hand, this feature cannot discriminate
between the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ patterns. The
Mann-Whitney test found no significant difference be-
tween these two patterns.

Number of regions (Nr). The number of regions is
another indicator of the network density: the greater the
number of regions, the denser the network (Table 1). No
significant differences were found between the ‘‘rectilin-
ear’’ and the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distributions. The ‘‘alveo-
lar’’ pattern distribution was stochastically larger than the
‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distribution. Indeed, the ‘‘alveolar’’
pattern seemed to have a greater number of regions than
the other patterns, although the difference was not signifi-
cant (P 5 0.053 for the Mann-Whitney test) between the
‘‘alveolar’’ pattern and the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern.

Mesh Structure

Areas of regions (Ar). The ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distri-
bution was stochastically larger than both the ‘‘rectilinear’’
and ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern distributions: the areas of regions in
the ‘‘wave-like’’ patterns were the largest (Table 1). The

Table 1
Number of Connection Points (Ncp), Connecting Index (Ic), Total Length of Detected Filament (Lf), Number of Regions (Nr),

Areas of Regions (Ar), Mean Length of Filaments Enclosing a Region (Lr), and Mean Elongation Factor (Ef)
in the Combination of Methods Depending on the Three Patterns*

(R) Rectilinear pattern
(n 5 20)

(Mean 6 SD)

(W) Wave-like pattern
(n 5 20)

(Mean 6 SD)

(A) Alveolar pattern
(n 5 20)

(Mean 6 SD)

Mann-Whitney test
P (significant test

if P , .05)

(Ncp) 99.9 6 37.4 74.1 6 19.2 111.9 6 20.7 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.026

.35
,.0001

S
NS
S

(Ic) 10.5 6 3.3 12.5 6 1.9 10.1 6 1.3 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.014

.507

.00015

S
NS
S

(Lf) 1,027.1 6 235.4 895.7 6 134.7 1,110.2 6 87.2 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.025

.33
,.0001

S
NS
S

(Nr) 25.6 6 7.7 21.5 6 6.7 30.7 6 3.6 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.076

.053
,.0001

NS
NS
S

(Ar) 310.3 6 467.9 392.4 6 503.1 254.7 6 154.5 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.0005

.24

.006

S
NS
S

(Lr) 41.5 6 5.9 44.5 6 10.9 36.5 6 4.2 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.685

.0028

.0026

NS
S
S

(Ef) 1.6 6 0.8 1.5 6 0.9 1.55 6 1.1 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.333

.0009

.038

NS
S
S

(C) 20.0001 6 0.02 20.002 6 0.04 0.06 6 0.03 (R-W)
(R-A)
(W-A)

.0076
,.0001
,.0001

S
S
S

*Curvature (C) in the ‘‘filament-approach’’ depends on the three patterns. S, significant test; NS, non-significant test.
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areas of region distributions did not show any significant
difference between ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ patterns.

Mean length of filaments enclosing a region (Lr).
The mean length of filaments enclosing a region (Lr) can be
linked to the perimeter of the mesh (Table 1). Both the
‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distributions were
stochastically larger than the ‘‘alveolar’’ one: the perimeter
in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern was smaller than in the other
patterns. No significant differences were found between
the ‘‘wave-like’’ and the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern distribu-
tions.

Mean elongation factor (Ef). The mean elongation
factor is an indicator of mesh form (Table 1). Both the
‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distributions were
stochastically larger than the ‘‘alveolar’’ one. The regions
of ‘‘alveolar pattern’’ were less elongated than in the other
patterns. The difference between the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and the
‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distributions was not significant. In
both the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern, the
mesh had analogue forms.

As for the mean length of filaments enclosing a region,
the mean elongation factor showed that the distributions,
coming from zones not located around the nucleus, were
not significantly different.

Morphological Features

Curvature. The curvature distributions allow the deter-
mination of the characteristic shapes of filaments: a
straight line in the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern, a curve in the
‘‘wave-like’’ pattern, and a circle in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern.
For the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern, the curvature distribution
(Fig. 5a) shows a characteristic shape which can be
assimilated to the straight line. For the ‘‘wave-like’’ pat-
tern, the distribution (Fig. 5b) is symmetrical to the y-axis.
This distribution aspect is characteristic of a sinusoidal
filament curve. The sum of the curvature values along a
characteristic shape filament in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern is
equal to 2p (i.e., the filament is a simply-connected closed
curve), and the probability of finding a negative value is
lower than 2% (Fig. 5c); the characteristic filament shape
of the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern can thus be approximated by a
circle.

The Mann-Whitney test showed that the curvature
distribution of the specific shape filaments in the ‘‘alveo-
lar’’ pattern was stochastically larger than both the ‘‘recti-
linear’’ and ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern distributions (Table 1).
Moreover, the curvature distribution in the ‘‘wave-like’’
pattern was stochastically larger than the one in the
‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern.

Curvature, therefore, discriminates between the spe-
cific shapes depending on the patterns and, in addition to
their distributions (Fig. 5), allows confirmation of the
hypothesis on specific shapes: a straight line in the
‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern, a curve in the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern,
and a circle in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern.

DISCUSSION
This work has been focused on the quantitative analysis

of cytokeratin networks whereas previous studies, dealing

with both modeling and analysis of the dynamics of
cytoskeletal networks, were concerned with microfila-
ments (34–37) or microtubules (38) at the molecular or
macromolecular level.

In this paper, two methods were described to tackle the
problem of analyzing networks of curvilinear objects in
gray scale images. The two methods derive from different
perspectives, topological and morphological. These differ-

FIG. 5. Frequency distributions of the curvature values of characteristic
shapes. a: ‘‘Rectilinear’’ pattern. b: ‘‘Wave-like’’ pattern. c: ‘‘Alveolar’’
pattern. The aspect of the curvature distributions allows the determina-
tion of characteristic shapes. a: A characteristic shape which can be
likened to the straight line for the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern. b: Characteristic
of a sinusoidal filament curve for the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern. c: The
probability of finding a negative value is lower than 2%; moreover, the sum
of the curvature values along a characteristic shape filament in the
‘‘alveolar’’ pattern is equal to 2p (characteristic shape is a simply-
connected closed curve); the characteristic filament shape of the ‘‘alveo-
lar’’ pattern can thus be approximated by a circle.
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ent perspectives allow modeling of the network at low
(local) and high (global) levels of organization. Both levels
are interesting because they provide complementary infor-
mation concerning the variation of the network topology
and of the filament morphology. Since all features must not
be considered on the same level, the feature extraction is
made from a particular approach. The computation of the
curvature is achieved from the ‘‘filament-approach’’ re-
sults, as it requires a good approximation of the filament
shape. The seven features (Ncp, Ic, Lf, Nr, Ar, Lr, and Ef) are
determined from the combination of methods, as these
features require a good estimation of both topology and
morphology of the cytokeratin network.

Moreover, we observe that the ‘‘mesh-approach’’ is
more efficient in isotropic zones, which are densely
connected (e.g., ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern), than in anisotropic
zones. The ‘‘mesh-approach’’ correctly models the topol-
ogy of cytokeratin networks, but the morphology of
individual filament is lost. On the other hand, the ‘‘filament-
approach’’ is more efficient in anisotropic zones with a
weaker connectivity (e.g., ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘wave-like’’
patterns). Therefore, the combination of methods pre-
sented here can be considered as providing an evaluation
of the results of the two individual approaches. Image
analysis therefore appears a powerful tool to estimate
cytoskeleton architecture. Cytoskeleton segmentation
could be further improved using other image analysis
steps, such as differential geometry-based algorithms (39),
allowing the extraction of the filament width. Our meth-
ods could be used to segment other types of filaments of
cytoskeleton (microfilaments, microtubules, and vimen-
tin) or other types of curvilinear structure networks (e.g.,
vessels from angiography) by adapting the parameter
values, depending on the size of objects and on the mean
gray scale of images.

In this work, we used confocal microscopy, rather than
wide-field fluorescence microscopy, in order to increase
lateral resolution for high-magnification images. On the
other hand, MCF7 cultured on plastic dishes are very flat,
and the sectioning capabilities of confocal microscopy
were here used to analyze specific cytokeratin architec-
ture found at specific levels, e.g., near the nuclear enve-
lope and the substratum-cell contacts. Further generaliza-
tions of developed procedures to three-dimensional (3D)
models of cytoskeletons will use the full capabilities of
confocal microscopy sectioning.

In the MCF7 cell line, we observed several patterns of
cytokeratin networks between isolated or confluent cells.
Our hypothesis is that variations observed in the network
architectures could reflect the existence of local intracyto-
plasmic tensions or forces, in agreement with the tenseg-
rity paradigm of Ingber (40) or the percolation model of
Forgacs (41). By means of confocal microscopy combined
with image analysis, significant features, quantitating the
architectural variations, are extracted and associated with
the supposed intracytoplasmic forces: the ‘‘rectilinear’’
pattern appearing in the desmosome or hemidesmosome
zone (‘‘stress-force’’ zone), the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern around
the nucleus maintaining nucleus position and probably

protecting it from compression (‘‘stress-force’’ zone), and
the ‘‘wave-like’’ pattern appearing in isolated or spreading
cells in leading margin zones (‘‘relaxed’’ zone for cytokera-
tin filaments).

For many topological features (Ncp, Ic, Lf, Nr, and Ar),
differences between the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’ pat-
terns are not significant. But some of them (Ncp, Ic, Lf, Nr,
and Ar) show significant differences between the ‘‘wave-
like’’ pattern and both the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’
patterns. The patterns appearing in supposed ‘‘stress-
force’’ zones (‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘alveolar’’) show topologi-
cal similarities for network density and connectivity. The
cytokeratin network becomes increasingly denser and
more connected in ‘‘stress-force’’ zones. Thus the connec-
tivity and the density of the network might be modified by
the occurrence of a ‘‘stress-force’’ zone. The mesh struc-
ture of the network also differs depending on the intracel-
lular localization. The network pattern occurring around
the nucleus (‘‘alveolar’’ pattern) has a mesh structure
different from the other patterns (‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘wave-
like’’). The regions are more elongated and larger in
‘‘rectilinear’’ and ‘‘wave-like’’ than in ‘‘alveolar’’ patterns.
The mesh structures of the ‘‘rectilinear’’ and the ‘‘wave-
like’’ patterns are close to each other: the differences
between the two patterns are not significant for either the
mean elongation factor or the number of points per
region.

At a lower level (morphology of elements), different
characteristic filament shapes are observed: a straight line
in the ‘‘rectilinear’’ pattern, a curve in the ‘‘wave-like’’
pattern, and a circle in the ‘‘alveolar’’ pattern. Curvature is
a highly discriminative feature. In specific ‘‘force-stress’’
zones (desmosome or hemidesmosome), the filaments
take a fixed orientation (anisotropic) and are nearly
‘‘rectilinear.’’ Around the nucleus (‘‘alveolar’’ pattern), the
filaments have an isotropic configuration. In the cyto-
plasm, at a distance from the nucleus (‘‘rectilinear’’ and
‘‘wave-like’’ patterns), the characteristic shape is never a
closed curve. Therefore, the connectivity and the density
of a network describe its location in a ‘‘stress-force’’ zone
or in a ‘‘relaxed’’ zone. The mesh structure characterizes
the intracellular localization of the network: around the
nucleus or distant from the nucleus. Moreover, the fila-
ment shape reflects the intracellular localization and the
occurrence of a ‘‘stress-force’’ zone.

In conclusion, architectural variations of cytokeratin
networks seem to be related to local tensions or forces
appearing spontaneously in the cytoplasm of MCF7 cells in
culture. However, further experiments and cytoskeleton
analysis of cells submitted to external forces (work in
progress) will be necessary to prove the hypothesis that
the architectural variations of intermediate filaments re-
flect intracytoplasmic tensions.
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APPENDIX 1
Region-Merging Algorithm

We have designed a region-merging algorithm which
erases water parting sections; it makes use of branching
point detection and crest line tracking (water parting
tracking). The algorithm is presented in pseudocode:

For each branching point (point of crest line, having more
than two neighbors belonging to crest line)
5

For each crest line section (part of crest line from the
current branching point to the first met branching point)

5
Computation of the mean gray level on the crest line
section: AL Extraction of the two adjacent region
altitudes: A1 and A2
If 0A1-A2 0 , R Then

5
If min (0AL-A1 0, 0AL-A2 0) , M Then

5
Erase the crest line section
6

6
6

R is the criterion of region to region proximity, and M is
the criterion of region to frontier proximity; R and M are
empirical parameters. In our images, R and M are equal to
15 (Fig. 2g–i).

APPENDIX 2
Nonlinear Filter of the ‘‘Filament-Approach’’

In the selection step, for each pixel, in a neighborhood
centered around itself, the number of neighbors Nxy

whose gray value is lower or equal than the current pixel
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value and Sxy the number of neighbors whose gray value is
equal to the current pixel value are computed.

Let I(x,y) 5 zxy, where zxy is the gray level at position
(x,y),

;(x, y)

Nxy 5 o
k

o
l

Nx1k y11 , with Nx1k y11

5 5
1 zxy $ zx1k y11

0 zxy , zx1k y11

, k [ 52n, . . . , n6, 1 [ 52n, . . . , n6,

Sxy 5 o
k

o
l

Sx1k y11 , with Sx1k y11

5 5
1 zxy 5 zx1k y11

0 zxy Þ zx1k y11

, k [ 52n, . . . , n6, 1 [ 52n, . . . , n6;

The neighborhood size ((2n 1 1)2) depends on the
width of the objects in the images: the curvilinear element
must fit in the selection mask. Therefore, if the curvilinear
objects have a mean width of 7 pixels (Fig. 1c–e), a
window of size 9 3 9 pixels will be used.

In the decision step, we decide if the pixel is a local
element of a ridge, with the help of decision criterion d,
and if the pixel belongs to a blurred zone with decision
criterion u. If a pixel is considered as a ridge element and
does not belong to a blurred zone, it is preserved taking
into account its neighborhood, i.e., a smoothing, with
smaller mask size ((2m 1 1)2, m , n), is applied in order to
reduce noise before writing this pixel in the new image IN.

I f (Nxy . d and Sxy , u) then zxy
N 5 zxy (x, y) is a local

optimum (smoothing)

else zxy
N 5 0 (x, y) is not

preserved (thresholding)

with

zxy 5
1

(2m 1 1)2 o
i

o
j

zx1i y1j ,

i [ 52m, . . . , m6, j [ 52m, . . . , m6 ;

Îd must be equal to the mean width of the objects in
such a way that d roughly represents the object area
included in the selection mask. In Figure 3a–c, d is equal to
49.

Therefore, u is the detector of blurred zones (cytoplas-
mic gel zones or zones not belonging to the focal plane);
Îu must be larger than the object width in order to avoid
deleting too many object-points. In Figure 3a–c, u is equal
to 60. The smoothing neighborhood size ((2m 1 1)2)
depends on the mean width of the objects in the images:
the neighborhood must be included in the curvilinear
element. Therefore, if the curvilinear objects have a mean

width of 7 pixels (Fig. 1c–e), a window of size 3 3 3 pixels
will be used.

The filter C detects ridges (crest line neighborhoods). It
is a selective smoothing adaptive filter which operates a
smoothing on zones satisfying a criterion (selective smooth-
ing) and uses two different mask sizes (adaptive). It imple-
ments variable size masks depending on step ((2n 1 1)2 for
the selection and (2m 1 1)2 for the smoothing) and it
includes a decision stage.

APPENDIX 3
Reconstruction of the Curvilinear Elements

in the ‘‘Filament-Approach’’

For each threshold value

5
Inf 5 (1 2 t) 3 Threshold
Sup 5 (1 1 t) 3 Threshold
For each zxy [ [Threshold, Sup]
5

Cxy 5 o
k

o
l

Cx1k y11

Cx1k y11 5 5
1 zx1k y11 [ [Inf, Threshold]

0 zx1k y11 Ó [Inf, Threshold]

If Cxy . f then zxy is marked (determination of
maxima of image zones corresponding to the interval
[Threshold, Sup])

6
Dilation of the marked zones by a circle (in order to

connect two one-pixel-distant maxima)
Binary skeletonization (to obtain a unit-size width line)

6

The basis of the decision domain is a neighborhood
whose size depends on the mean width of the objects: the
neighborhood must be included in the object. In Figure
3a–c, the preprocessed objects have a mean width of 5
pixels, so the neighborhood size is 3 3 3. t allows the
variability of the depth of decision domain [Inf,Threshold].
The t value depends on the mean gray level of the images.
The lower the mean gray level, the higher the t value.

Mean gray levels
115
65
45

t
0.2 Figure 1c
0.3 Figure 1e
0.35 Figure 1d

The selected pixels, according to the criterion f , are
marked; f is an empirical parameter, equal to 5 in Figure
3d–f. The circular dilation step allows the restoration of
connectivity without favoring a specific direction. The
structuring element must be included in the preprocessed
object; thus, the structuring element size is 3 3 3. The
binary skeletonization is applied on the dilated marked
zones by taking the successive skeletons (Fig. 3d–f).
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